We construct halo occupation distribution (HOD) models of high redshift (z 7.5) galaxies with M * > 10 8 M /h using the BlueTides hydrodynamic simulation suite, with a particular emphasis on modelling the small scale / 1-halo clustering (0.01 r 1 h −1 Mpc). Similar to low redshift studies, we find that the central and satellite mean HODs ( N cen and N sat ) can be modeled by a smoothed step function and a power law respectively. The number density of satellite galaxies is however significantly suppressed compared to low redshift (satellite fractions drop from ∼ 50% at z = 0 to 10% at z = 7.5). The mean number of satellites, N sat < 1 for halo masses below 3 × 10 11 M /h (a rare halo at these redshifts). For the radial number density profiles, satellites with 10 8
INTRODUCTION
Significant progress has been made in extending surveys of high redshift galaxies, opening up a new frontier for probing cosmology and galaxy formation physics. The first spectroscopic confirmations of high redshift Lyman Break Galaxies (LBGs) were at z ∼ 3 − 4 using the W.M. Keck Telescope: Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS) , and the Hubble Deep Field (HDF) (Madau et al. 1996; Sawicki et al. 1997) . The Hubble Space TelescopeAdvanced Camera for Surveys (HST-ACS) enabled the detection of galaxies up to z ∼ 6 (Stanway et al. 2003; Bouwens et al. 2004; Dickinson et al. 2004) . The installation of the Wide Field Camera 3 and near IR camera on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST-WFC3/ IR) lead to the identification of 200-500 galaxies at z ∼ 7 − 8 (Wilkins et al. 2010; Bouwens et al. 2011; Finkelstein et al. 2012; Grazian et al. 2012; Oesch et al. 2012; Yan et al. 2012; Lorenzoni et al. 2013; McLure et al. 2013; Schenker et al. 2013; Schmidt et al. 2014) ; HST-WFC3 has since been used to detect a handful of exceptionally bright galaxies at z 9 galaxies (Oesch et al. 2014) , including GN-z11 (Oesch et al. 2016) , the highest spectroscopically confirmed redshift galaxy observed to date. Additionally, deep ground based surveys from the CanadaFranceHawaii Telescope (CFHT), Subaru Suprime Cam (SSC), VLT and VISTA have greatly contributed in complementing the wavelength coverage available from HST, extending from 3500 to 23000Å, enabling better identifications of galaxies from z = 5−10 and making the samples less prone to contamination from low-redshift interlopers.
High redshift catalogs have now become large enough to perform clustering measurements. Data from the Subaru Deep Survey, CFHT Legacy Survey, and Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) Bootes Field survey have been used to make clustering measurements at z ∼ 3 − 5 (Ouchi et al. 2001 (Ouchi et al. , 2004a Hildebrandt et al. 2009; Bian et al. 2013) . The combined compilation of the HST-WFC3 and the Subaru Hyper Suprime Cam (HSC) surveys has been used to measure clustering of LBGs at z ∼ 4 − 6 (Harikane et al. 2016 . (Hatfield et al. 2017 , hereafter Hat17) uses bright LBG samples from wider area surveys such as Subaru XMM-Newton Deep Survey (SXDS) and the ultraVISTA survey to measure LBG clustering at z ∼ 6. Other high redshift clustering measurements at z ∼ 4 − 6 include Kashikawa et al. (2006) , Overzier et al. (2006) . While the limits of clustering analyses are continuely being pushed, the current observational limit is at z ∼ 7, with measurements performed using the HST-WFC3 fields in Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) and HST-WFC3+Subaru HSC fields in Harikane et al. (2016) ; but this limit will be pushed to whole new frontiers with upcoming missions such as the WFIRST and JWST (Gehrels et al. 2015; Gardner et al. 2006 , and references therein) which will reach unprecedented depths as well as sky coverage, revolutionizing the field of high redshift galaxy studies.
Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) modelling of galaxy clustering observations serves as a powerful tool to constrain the galaxy-dark matter halo connection (Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2005) . Particularly in the high redshift regime, other probes, such as weak lensing, (Mandelbaum et al. 2005; Mandelbaum & Seljak 2007; Gonzalez et al. 2015) are difficult to implement due to the lack of background galaxies at higher redshifts; and subhalo abundance matching (SHAM) (Vale & Ostriker 2004; Conroy et al. 2006; Wechsler et al. 2006; Shankar et al. 2006; Chaves-Montero et al. 2016) traditionally assumes low or no scatter between the (sub-)halo mass and any galaxy property such as stellar mass or luminosity (as we will see the scatter may be significantly higher at higher redshifts). Therefore, in the high redshift regime, traditional clustering analyses may be the most robust tool to probe the galaxyhalo connection.
HOD modeling, or the closely realted conditional luminosity function (CLF) formalism, assume a probabilistic connection between host halos and the galaxies they occupy. It can be easily incorporated into the halo model framework to provide an analytical prediction for galaxy clustering (Seljak 2000; Cooray & Sheth 2002; Yang et al. 2003; More 2012) . Berlind & Weinberg (2002) showed that the HOD model parameters and the cosmological parameters have non-degenerate effects on the galaxy clustering, implying that galaxy clustering measurements can (atleast in principle) simultaneously constrain the cosmology as well as HOD (Abazajian et al. 2005; Tinker et al. 2012; Cacciato et al. 2013; Reddick et al. 2014) . Furthermore, given a cosmology, HODs of galaxies of different types (color, stellar mass, luminosity, star formation rate etc.) is completely determined by the physics of galaxy formation, implying that HOD modelling can be used to test galaxy formation theories (Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Zheng et al. 2007; Beutler et al. 2013; Mitra 2016) . HOD modelling has therefore been extensively applied to low redshifts z ∼ 0 − 2 (e.g. Guo et al. 2016; McCracken et al. 2015; Coupon et al. 2015, and references therein) .
Recently, HOD modelling has been applied to clustering observations in the high redshift regime, z ∼ 4 − 7 (Harikane et al. 2016; Hatfield et al. 2017; Harikane et al. 2017) . However, the parametrizations used in most HOD modelling are motivated from simulations at low redshifts (Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Kravtsov et al. 2004) . Commonly used parametrizations have 5-6 free parameters. Furthermore, the statistical power of clustering measurements in this regime are still not enough to simulataneously constrain such a large number of parameters, which makes it necessary to adopt additional constraints (see for example Eqs. (54) and (55) and additional parameters with fixed values in Harikane et al. (2016) ). We must also note that constraining galaxy formation directly with simulations is still a very daunting task. In other words, running a large number of simulations with different galaxy formation physics to see which one best describes the observations, is not computationally feasible at this point. This is also true in the high redshift regime where galaxies become increasingly rare and compact, requiring higher volume and resolution simulations for analysing their statistics. Therefore, even with the next generation of faster supercomputers, high redshift galaxies will continue to be a regime where analytical models such as the HOD model will serve as an indispensable tool to constrain galaxy formation physics.
Recent work using BlueTides (Bhowmick et al. 2017) and semi-analytic (SA) modelling (Park et al. 2017) suggests that on large scales (in the two-halo regime) standard HOD modelling assumptions work well at these high redshifts, where the inferred halo mass estimates of galaxies (Harikane et al. 2016 (Harikane et al. , 2017 are consistent with BlueTides predictions (despite the exclusion of the non-linear bias effect). However, on small scales (in the one-halo regime) we found enhanced clustering compared to standard HOD assumptions which assume an NFW profile. Additionally, some of the very first attempts (Hatfield et al. 2017; Harikane et al. 2017 ) of fitting the one-halo clustering measurements to HOD model predictions led to inferred satellite abundances significantly lower than seen in simulations. These findings suggest that as we probe higher redshifts with clustering analyses, it is important to carefully validate assumptions in HOD models, and to identify suitable modifications where required.
Testing the basic assumptions in HOD modelling requires information about how halos connect to galaxies. This needs to come from galaxy formation physics (Mac Low & Ferrara 1999; Dayal et al. 2014; Nez et al. 2017 , and references therein). Galaxy formation physics is employed and coupled with dark matter either by post processing of dark matter only simulations with Semi-Analytical (SA) approach (White & Frenk 1991; Kauffmann et al. 1993; Cole et al. 1994; Avila-Reese et al. 1998; Somerville & Primack 1999) , or by incorporation of gas dynamics along with dark matter in the form of hydrodynamic simulations (Cen & Ostriker 1992; Katz et al. 1992; Evrard et al. 1994; Pearce et al. 1999; White et al. 2001; Yoshikawa et al. 2001; Di Matteo et al. 2012; Nelson et al. 2015; Khandai et al. 2015; Feng et al. 2016) . Some studies which have used Nbody, N-body+SA or N-body+hydrodynamic simulations to build/constrain low to medium redshift (z ∼ 0 − 5) HOD models and its key components include Benson et al. (2000) , White et al. (2001) , Yoshikawa et al. (2001) , Berlind et al. (2003) , Kravtsov et al. (2004) , Conroy et al. (2006) , Chatterjee et al. (2012) ; these studies investigate in detail various properties of HODs and other relevant galaxy properties, which motivated a set of standard parametrizations and assumptions and are now widely used in clustering analysis using HOD modelling.
In this work, we investigate the galaxy population of BlueTides, and build HOD model components for z 7.5 galaxies by using BlueTides, a recent large volume, high resolution cosmological hydrodynamic simulation (Feng et al. 2016) . We shall put particular emphasis on the satellite galaxies and the modelling of one-halo clustering. As we shall see in the details of section 2.1, BlueTides uniquely large simulated volume provides us with sufficient number of high redshift (z 7.5) galaxies to perform statistical studies, making it a good testing ground for validating HOD models in this high redshift domain.
METHODS

BlueTides Simulation
BlueTides is a high resolution cosmological hydrodynamic simulation that has been run to z ∼ 7.5 on the Bluewaters supercomputer. BlueTides makes use of MP-GADGET which employs the Pressure entropy formulation of Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics. It has a simulation box size of 400 3 (M pc/h) 3 , (almost 200 times the volume of ILLUSTRIS (Genel et al. 2014) as well as EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015) ); with 2×7048 3 particles, the resolution is comparable to that of ILLUSTRIS, making it the largest high resolution hydrodynamic simulation for the given volume run to date. The large volume of the simulation allows for the formation of rare massive halos hosting bright galaxies, making it ideally suited for the high-redshift regime where only the brightest galaxies are detectable in the current surveys. The cosmological parameters adopted are from the nine-year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) (Hinshaw et al. 2013 ) (Ω0 = 0.2814, Ω λ = 0.7186, Ω b = 0.0464 σ8 = 0.82, h = 0.697, ns = 0.971). For more details on BlueTides, interested reader should refer to Feng et al. (2016) .
The various sub-grid physics models that have been employed in BlueTides are:
• Multiphase star formation model (Springel & Hernquist 2003; Vogelsberger et al. 2013) • Molecular hydrogen formation (Krumholz & Gnedin 2011) • Gas cooling via radiative transfer (Katz et al. 1996 ) and metal cooling (Vogelsberger et al. 2014) • SNII feedback (Nelson et al. 2015) • Black hole growth and AGN feedback Di Matteo et al. 2005) • "Patchy" reionization (Battaglia et al. 2013) BlueTides has revealed significant insights into the properties and evolution of high redshift galaxies. The UV luminosity functions at z = 8, 9, 10 (Feng et al. , 2016 Waters et al. 2016b ) are consistent with the observational constraints (Bouwens et al. 2015) . BlueTides sucessfully predicted the properties of GN-z11, the farthest galaxy observed till date (Waters et al. 2016a) . Clustering properties of BlueTides galaxies at z ∼ 8, 9, 10 are also consistent with currently available observations (Bhowmick et al. 2017) . The large volume provided by BlueTides has allowed the study of the rare earliest supermassive black holes/first quasars and the role of tidal field in the black hole growth in the early universe . Dark matter only realization of BlueTides (MassTracer simulations) has been used to study the descendants of the first quasars to the present day (Tenneti et al. 2017) . Photometric properties of high redshift galaxies predicted by BlueTides and their dependence on the choice of stellar population synthesis modeling as well as dust modeling have been extensively studied in Wilkins et al. (2016a Wilkins et al. ( ,b, 2018 . By extending the simulation to z = 7.5 we have also been able to confront predictions from BlueTides (Tenneti et. al. 2018 in prep, Ni et. al. 2018 for the recently discovered highest redshift quasar (Bañados et al. 2018 ). 
Dark Matter Halos and Sub-Halos
We two distinct halo catalogs for our snapshots: 1) Friends of friends (FOF) halos (Davis et al. 1985) , generate onthe-fly, defined by linking together pairs of particles within LINKING_LENGTH=0.2 times the mean particle spacing 2) Spherical overdense (SO) halos centered at the density peaks (in phase space) and with average matter density within the halo boundary being equal to 200 times the mean density of the universe; this is done using ROCKSTAR halo finder (Behroozi et al. 2013a ) which allows us to identify subtructure as well. For this reason we make use SO halos and subhalos in this work (c.f. §2.1.2) To validate our halo catalogue we check on the resulting halo mass functions, that they agree well with analytical fitting functions (Behroozi et al. 2013a) used in recent works which perform HOD modelling at high redshifts. The comparison is discussed in Appendix A.
Identifying Central and Satellite Galaxies
Star particles are uniquely assigned to the closest density peak (halo or subhalo) identified by ROCKSTAR. Within each host halo, the most massive galaxy is defined to be the central galaxy, while all others are defined to be satellite galaxies. Galaxy pairs which are found to be closer than 8 ckpcs (∼ typical half-mass radius of these galaxies) are considered to be 'merged', and we combine these into a single object. Galaxy centers are defined to be the center of masses of the stellar distributions of galaxies. Figure 1 shows some examples of the stellar mass distributions of central (red histograms) and satellite (blue histograms) galaxies within host haloes. The number of central and satellite galaxies identified in BlueTides for various stellar mass thresholds is listed in Table 1 .
MassiveBlack II Simulation
MassiveBlack II (MBII) , for details) is a high resolution cosmological hydrodynamic simulation with a boxsize of 100M pc/h and 2 × 1792 3 particles. The simulation was run to z ∼ 0 with cosmological parameters consistent with WMAP7 (Komatsu et al. 2011 ) (Ω0 = 0.275, Ω λ = 0.725, Ω b = 0.046 σ8 = 0.816, h = 0.701, ns = 0.968). MBII was run with an earlier version of the MP-GADGET code and besides hydrodynamics and gravity it includes a multiphase star formation model with a (somewhat simpler) supernova feedback and modelling of black hole growth and associated AGN feedback MBII has been used and validated in a variety studies a wide that range of galaxy and black hole properties such as galaxy and black hole luminosity functions, two-point clustering, HODs , emission lines (Park et al. 2015) , galaxy shapes and intrinsic allignments (Tenneti et al. , 2016 and radial acceleration of disk galaxies (Tenneti et al. 2016) . In this work, we use MBII to compare HOD predictions for galaxy populations, particularly the abundance of satellite galaxies between low (z ∼ 0) and high redshifts (z 7.5). However, note that the comparison should be intended mostly as illustrative and not meant to be strictly quantitative due to differences in cosmology and details in subgrid modeling between the two simulations.
CENTRAL AND SATELLITE GALAXY POPULATIONS IN BLUETIDES
In this work, we consider galaxy samples of stellar masses starting from ∼ 10 8 M /h all the way to the most massive galaxies found in BlueTides, M * ∼ 3 × 10 10 M /h, build HOD models, and describe their clustering properties.
Some example illustrations of central and satellite galaxies are shown in Figure 1 as red and blue points respectively on top of the dark matter distribution of the surrounding FOF group. The grey circles show the parent SO halos of the central and satellite galaxies. Figure 2 (left panel) shows the stellar mass to host halo mass relation (SM-HM relation) for central galaxies and satellite galaxies at z = 7.5. In figure 2 (right panel) we also show the stellar mass function for central (dashed black lines) and satellite (solid black lines) galaxies at z = 7.5. The blue, red and green solid (dashed) lines show the contributions of different halo mass bins to the the satellite (central) galaxies respectively i.e. the conditional stellar mass functions (CSMFs). For the central galaxies, the CSMFs for different halo mass bins are peaked at various stellar masses which correspond to the solid red line in figure 2 (left panel). For the satellite galaxies, the CSMFs do not peak at any particular stellar mass. Figure 2 (right panel) also shows that the satellite stellar mass function is more than an order of magnitude below the central stellar mass function. Below halo masses of 3 × 10 10 M /h, haloes do not host satellites more massive than 10 8 M /h (which is the cut off in our analysis). Overall, we find that BlueTides predicts a strongly suppressed satellite population at z > 7.5.
Halo Occupations Distributions
The most massive satellite galaxy formed in the simulation at z ∼ 8 is ∼ 10 10 M /h. Accordingly, we consider the following stellar mass thresholds for our sample of satellite galaxies: 10 8 , 10 8.5 , 10 9.0 , 10 9.5 M /h. In figure 3 , we show the full HOD for galaxies at z = 7.5. The solid lines shows the mean occupation number. We find that even the most massive halos in BlueTides host a maximum of 6 − 7 satellites (above the minimum stellar mass threshold). The bottom panels show the 2nd moments of the HODs; the total occupations and the satellite occupations are narrower than Poisson i.e. N (N − 1) 1/2 < N . The sub-poissonian nature of halo occupations have been found in previous works using semi analytical modelling (Jose et al. 2013) , and is somewhat expected due to low satellite occupations at these redshifts. We discuss the satellite occupation in BlueTiudes in more detail in §3.2.2.
Mean HODs and their parametrization
Central galaxies
The filled circles in Figure 4 show the mean occupation of central galaxies as a function of halo mass for different stellar mass thresholds. We find that the shape of the mean central occupation does not significantly differ from HODs at low redshifts. As a result, we find that the commonly used smooth step function is a good description of the data (e.g. Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2005; Mehrtens et al. 2016; Hikage 2014 )
where Mmin is the host halo mass at which 50% of halos host a central galaxy and σ log M is a measure of the scatter in the stellar mass -halo mass relation. The solid lines in Figure 4 show the best fits for each sample. Unless stated otherwise, we fit all HOD parameters using a non-linear least squares algorithm using the Python package scipy.optimize.curvefit. The values of the best fit parameters are plotted in Figure 5 . The slope of the relation between Mmin with M * th is somewhat consistent to that of observations at lower redshifts (albeit extending to lower stellar masses at high-z). When the Mmin values of z ∼ 1 − 2 (Wake et al. 2011, hereafter W11) , z ∼ 5 (Harikane et al. 2017) , and z ∼ 6 (Hatfield et al. 2017 ) are plotted together, we find that the intercept of Mmin vs. M * th decreases from z = 1 to z = 6. While this trend is consistent with z = 7.5, we find no further decrease in the intercept from z = 7.5 to z = 10. The value of σ log M (∼ 0.2 − 0.24) predicted by BlueTides is slightly higher than the standard value of 0.15 adopted at low redshift (Wake et al. 2011) , which implies a slightly larger scatter in the stellar mass-halo mass relation at z ∼ 8, 9, 10.
Satellite galaxies
We now turn our attention to satellite galaxies. The filled squares in Figure 6 (left panel) shows the satellite mean occupation numbers Nsat . Nsat follows a power law for large halo masses ( 5 × 10 11 M /h) and steeply falls off to zero eventually as the halo mass decreases. For illustration, the dotted lines of corresponding color show Nsat at z ∼ 0 in the Massive Black II simulation. Noticeably the mean satellite occupation numbers are suppressed at high redshifts compared to z = 0 The filled squares in Figure 6 (right panel) shows the number of satellites as a function of halo mass, dnsat/dMH ≡ Nsat dn/dMH . The maxima for various M * th shows the host halo masses that provide the dominant contribution to the satellite population at those specific stellar masses. Here the trend is somewhat different than at low redshifts (see dotted lines for Massive Black II): the most massive halos of e.g.; ∼ 10
12 M /h at z − 7.5 are exceedingly rare at z = 7.5, so even though those are the ones that host most satellites the total number of satellites is mostly contributed by more common halos (up to a factor of ∼ 10 lower in mass). At z = 0, in this range of halo masses the number of satellites as function of halo mass remains approximately constant.
We fit the mean satellite occupations using the function
where M0 is the minimum cutoff mass required for a halo to host a satellite galaxy, M1 is the mass scale when the halos start to host one galaxy on an average, also referred to as the 'slope' of the mean satellite occupation; α is the power law exponent.
The solid lines show the best fit curves using Eq. (2). The filled squares in the left panel of Figure 7 show the variation of M1 as a function of M * th at z ∼ 7.5, 8, 9, 10 comparing to a range of values infereed from a variety of observations (as labelled on the figure). Note that, at high−z the galaxy stellar masses probed are typically M * th < 10 9.5 M /h. However, current constraints at low redshifts are at higher masses (typically M * th > 10 9.5 M /h). Extrapolating, we find that the slopes of M1 vs. M th are consistent with the observational trends at z ∼ 1, 2. However, the inferred values from Harikane et al. (2017) crease in M1/Mmin as a function of M * th but these redshift and masses are not probed by Bluetides). Figure 8 shows the satellite fraction (defined as fsat ≡ Nsat/(Nsat + Ncen)) The filled circles show the results form BlueTides at z ∼ 7.5, 8, 9, 10. As expected, the fsat decreases with M * th with the trends that appear consistent with the predictions from ILLUSTRIS at z ∼ 5, 6. We additionally plot the total satellite galaxy densities shown in Figure 8 (right panel). At z = 5, the density of satellite galaxies for M * th = 10 10 M /h is roughly 10 −7 h 3 M pc −3 , which is close to the limiting value which BlueTides can probe given the simulation volume. The predictions do not appear to be in conflict with any of the current constraints (albeit at different redshifts).
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SATELLITE GALAXIES
We now look at the radial distribution of satellites as predicted by BlueTides at high redshifts. The filled circles in Figure 9 show the distribution of satellites around central galaxies at z ∼ 7.5. Different panels correspond to different stellar mass thresholds, and the different colors in each panel correspond to different host halo mass bins; the density profiles are averaged over all halos in the corresponding halo mass bin. We fit these profiles to a standard NFW given by
where x = r/r 200b , r 200b is the radius of the host SO halo, and 200b refers to the fact that these halos have an overdensity of 200 times the mean density of the universe. csat is the satellite concentration parameter which is defined as csat = is the satellite scale radius defined as the distance r from the central galaxy at which the slope of nsat(r) is −2. If c → ∞, Eq. (3) effectively becomes a power law with exponent -3. The fits using Eq. (3) are shown as solid lines in Figure 9 and the corresponding best fit concentrations are plotted in Figure 10 and the values are tabulated in Table B2 . Dashed lines of corresponding color in Figure 9 show NFWs with mass-concentrations adopted from Bullock et al. (2001) (which has been used to model satellites in high-z HOD modelling). We find our satellite profiles for all halo masses and stellar mass thresholds are significantly steeper than the dashed lines. The orange and green circles in Figure 9 show the profiles for MH ∼ 10 11.5 M /h and 10 12 M /h respectively. We find that for M * th 10 9 M /h (first three panels from the left), the profiles in those halos are consistent with NFW (see orange and green solid lines) with concentrations csat ∼ 10 − 40 (see Figure 10) . Note also that the satellite concentrations in Figure 10 lie significantly above the dark matter concentrations predicted by BlueTides (black solid line). Here we have also shown the mass concentration relations of (Bullock et al. 2001 , used for modeling satellites in Har16) (dotted line) and (Duffy et al. 2008 , used for modeling satellites in Har17) (dashed line), and our satellite concentrations lie significantly above both of these lines 1 .
1 The solid line in Figure 10 shows that dark matter concentration increases with halo mass at z = 7.5 in BlueTides; this trend is consistent with the results of Diemer & Kravtsov (2015) at For MH ∼ 10 10.5 M /h and 10 11 M /h (blue and red circles in Figure 9 ), the satellite profiles for all stellar mass thresholds cease to be NFW and become a power law with slope -3 (equivalently a limiting case of NFW with csat → ∞). These are shown as up-arrows in Figure 10 . Satellites with MH 10 9.5 M /h also trace a power law profile with slope -3; however these satellites are exceedingly rare and virtually impossible to detect in current as well as future surveys (as we shall see in section 6).
Below, we summarize our key findings about the satellite density profiles:
• For halos with MH 3 × 10 11 M /h, satellites with z = 6. The concentrations from Bullock et al. (2001) and Duffy et al. (2008) show instead a decreasing concentration with halo mass, but these results were obtained at z ∼ 0 and are extrapolated to z = 7.5 assuming a (1 + z) −1 scaling with redshift. 
The satellite fraction fsat is defined as Nsat/N total where Nsat, N total are the number of satellite galaxies and total number of galaxies respectively in a given sample. The solid lines with filled circles show the predictions of BlueTides from z = 7.5 to z = 10. Black and brown solid lines are the predictions from Illustris at z = 5, 6. Right Panel: Filled circles with solid lines show the total number density of satellite galaxies at z = 7.5, 8, 9, 10. In both panels, black circles and brown arrow are observational inferences (see legend). The errorbars in both panels show 1σ poisson errors. 
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9 M /h are consistent with NFW but the concentrations are higher (csat ∼ 10 − 40) than dark matter concentrations used to describe satellite profiles in recent works on high-z HOD modeling (Hat17, Har17).
• For halos with MH 3 × 10 11 M /h, satellites profiles are a power law with slope -3 for all M *
8 M /h.
The lower mass halos (MH 3 × 10 11 M /h) tend to dominate the satellite population. We just established that satellite profiles in these halos are a power law. This also implies that satellite galaxies with M *
8 M /h are poor tracers of dark matter at these redshifts. This is not surprising given that individual dark matter halos at these redshifts mostly host between 0 and 1 satellites.
In the next section, we investigate the implications on the small scale clustering at these redshifts.
IMPLICATIONS ON GALAXY CLUSTERING
Small scale clustering
We now look at the one-halo scale clustering of high redshift galaxies and the implications of our findings on the modeling of one-halo clustering. The filled circles in Figure 11 show the one-halo clustering predictions of BlueTides for the stellar mass thresholds considered in the previous section. For reference, we also show the clustering signal for these stellar mass thresholds at z = 0, as predicted by the MassiveBlack II simulation; the one halo clustering at high redshifts is much more enhanced (by over two orders of magnitude at r ∼ 10 −2 Mpc/h) than those at low redshifts. This reflects how highly biased these high-z galaxies are compared to lowz galaxies of similar stellar masses. 
HOD modelling of the one-halo term
The green dashed line in Figure 11 shows the HOD model predictions with a mass-concentration relation from Bullock et al. (2001) ; as we can see our simulations predict a significantly steeper profile. The solid blue line shows the HOD model predictions obtained from the fits to satellite profiles shown in Figure 9 , and shows significant improvement compared to the green dashed lines. In the previous section, we found that the halos which predominantly host satellite galaxies (MH 3 × 10 11 M /h) have satellite density profiles which are power-law with slope -3. We therefore make an HOD model prediction with such a profile shown as the solid green line in Figure 9 . The solid green and solid blue lines agree. This tells us that satellite galaxies at these high redshifts may be simply modeled by a power law with slope -3.
Total clustering: How close is it to Power law?
Given that we find so few satellites at these high redshifts, it would also be interesting to see if there are any potential implications on the overall clustering profile (one-halo+two-halo term). Figure 12 shows the total clustering profile for different stellar mass thresholds at z ∼ 7.5. We perform a power law fit to the large scale clustering from scales of 1 Mpc/h to 100 Mpc/h and look for deviations from power-law at smaller scales (r < 1 Mpc/h). We note that the powerlaw behavior prevails all the way to (r < 0.1 Mpc/h), which is a direct consequence of the non-linear halo bias in the two-halo regime (Jose et al. 2017 (Jose et al. , 2016 ;BlueTides clustering confirms that non-linear bias is indeed required to model clustering at quasilinear scales (0.5 − 10Mpc/h) as seen in Figure 5 of our earlier paper (Bhowmick et al. 2018 ). In the one-halo regime (r < 0.1 Mpc/h), simulations predict enhancement (by factors of upto ∼ 10) compared to power law. At first glance, this may seem counterintuitive because in case of low satellite fractions, one may expect close to power-law behavior or a decrement (lower than power-law). However, detailed study on this aspect performed by Watson et al. (2011) revealed that these enhancements may very well occur despite very low satellite fractions if the galaxies are themselves very rare (overall number density is very low), which is indeed the case at high redshifts. Thus, given the overall number densities, one would require even lower 
Figure 12. Filled circles show the total clustering profile of all galaxies for different stellar mass thresholds predicted by BlueTides at z = 7.5. The solid lines show power law fits performed using the data points at large scales (r > 1 Mpc/h). The bottom panels show the ratio, i.e. the deviation of the simulation predictions from power law. The error bars show the 1σ Poisson errors.
satellite fractions for the power-law behavior to persist below 0.1 Mpc/h
IMPLICATIONS FOR FINDING HIGH REDSHIFT SATELLITE GALAXIES IN FUTURE SURVEYS
Given the paucity of satellites in BlueTides at z 7.5 (consistent with what is inferred from observations at z ∼ 5, 6), finding satellites and probing the one-halo term may prove to be difficult/ expensive without an informed strategy. In this section, we shall use the BlueTides data and compute probabilities of finding satellites under different conditions, and suggest approaches to maximize the likelihood of finding satellites based on BlueTides. A somewhat similar study (Ren et al. 2018 ) was performed very recently at z 7.5 using the conditional luminosity function (CLF) formalism. Their focus was however completely on central galaxies, whereas we focus on finding the probability of detecting satellites around centrals. Psat plotted in Figure 13 (left panel) for z = 7.5, is the overall probability of a central galaxy of mass M * cen to host at least one satellite galaxy of mass M * sat . Different colors correspond to different central galaxy masses ranging from the detection limits in the deepest fields of HST (∼ 10 8 M /h: blue color) to the most massive galaxies found in BlueTides (∼ 3 × 10 10 M /h: red color). We look at satellite galaxy masses going all the way to the detection limits of JWST i.e. MUV −16 (Salvaterra et al. 2011) converted to M *
10
7 M /h based on BlueTides. The central galaxies of mass M * cen ∼ 10 8 M /h have a low probability of having satellite pairs (∼ 15% for M * sat ∼ 10 7 M /h). The probability increases as the central galaxy mass increases, and for the most massive centrals M * cen ∼ 3 × 10 10 M /h, there is ∼ 60 − 80% probability of finding satellites at the edge of the JWST detection limit (M * sat ∼ 10 7 M /h). The most massive satellites It is also interesting to look at the detection probabilities as a function of distance, particularly around the most massive centrals (M * cen ∼ 3×10
10 M /h) where we are most likely to find satellites. psat(x) plotted in Figure 13 (right panel) at z = 7.5, is the conditional probability of finding at least one satellite of mass M * sat at a distance x ≡ r/r 200b from a central galaxy of mass M * cen ∼ 3 × 10 10 M /h. Note that the scales shown are well within fields of view of HST-HUDF (∼ 5 Mpc at z = 7.5) and JWST-NIRCAM (∼ 10 Mpc at z = 7.5). For the lowest mass satellites M * sat ∼ 10 7 M /h, we find that the probability is highest at a distance ∼ 100 kpc, which is significantly far away from the satellite galaxies. As we go closer to the central galaxy, more massive satellites start to dominate; for example, at r ∼ 10 − 20 kpc, the only galaxies that exist are M * sat ∼ 10 9 M /h (red circles). This is consistent with our findings in the radial density profiles of satellites in Figure  9 and 10, which suggested that satellites become more centrally concentrated with increase in stellar mass.
We can therefore infer that one possible strategy to optimize the search for satellite galaxies at z > 7.5 using JWST is to first use the largest possible field of view (e.g.:-JWST-NIRCAM with 2 × 2.2 field of view) to find as many massive central galaxies (M * cen 10 10 M /h) as possible. One can then find satellites around the vicinity of these massive centrals upto angular scales of ∼ 5 (corresponding to ∼ 0.2 Mpc/h at z ∼ 7.5). Therefore, despite the obvious lack of satellites at high-z, JWST will still be able to find satellites (particularly M * sat ∼ 10 7 M /h with 80% likelihood) to probe the one-halo regime.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We analysed the high redshift galaxy population (M *
10
8 M /h) in the BlueTides simulation, and constructed HOD models for galaxies of various stellar masses between z = 7.5−10 that are able to successfully describe how galaxies cluster on small scales. One of our primary findings is that standard HOD parameterizations used in low redshift studies are sufficient for modelling these galaxies.
With respect to the HODs, we find that, similar to lower redshift parameterizations, the mean number of central galaxies as a function of halo mass is well described by a smoothened step function with zero galaxies at low halo masses and one at high masses. For satellites, the mean number follow an increasing power law function at high halo masses with a steep cutt-off at low halo masses. Furthermore, we find no significant evolution in the HOD between z ∼ 7.5 − 10 in BlueTudes.
A significant, but not unexpected finding, is that satellite galaxies are exceedingly rare at these high redshifts. The most massive halo in BlueTides at z = 7.5 hosts 10 satellites with a stellar mass, M * ≥ 10 8.0 M /h. The number of satellites drops steeply with increasing redshift and stellar mass threshold. For halo masses below 3 × 10 11 M /h, the mean satellite occupation Nsat < 1. Nsat ∼ 0.1 for halos that contribute the most to the satellite population. The satellite fractions at z 7.5 found in BlueTides range between 8% for the M * th ∼ 10 8 M /h to 1% for M * th ∼ 3 × 10 9 M /h; there are no higher mass satellites. These trends are consistent with very low satellite fractions inferred from observations at z ∼ 5, 6.
For the radial number density profiles, the satellites with 10 ter concentrations used to describe satellite profiles in recent works on high-z HOD modeling. Satellites inside halos with MH 3 × 10 11 M /h follow a power law profile with slope -3. These halos dominate the satellite population and the small scale clustering, therefore only after incorporating their satellite profiles in the HOD model are we able to reproduce the simulated small scale clustering seen in the BlueTides simulation.
Lastly, the paucity of M * 10 8 M /h satellites does not defeat the possibility of finding satellite galaxies and probing the one-halo term at these redshifts. Given the detection limits of JWST (∼ 10 7 M /h), we find that the probability of finding satellites can be boosted to ∼ 80% for a M * ∼ 1 − 3 × 10 7 M /h around the vicinity (within ∼ 7" of angular separation in the sky) of centrals with M * 3 × 10 10 M /h. 
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APPENDIX A: BLUETIDES: HALO MASS FUNCTION
We have generated both FOF (with LINKING_LENGTH = 0.2 times average particle spacing in the simulation) and SO (200 times mean matter density) halo catalogs for the BlueTides snapshots using FOF finder (Davis et al. 1985) and ROCKSTAR (Behroozi et al. 2013b ) halo/subhalo finder respectively. Figure A1 shows the halo mass functions predicted by BlueTides at z = 7.5 for both FOF (0.2) and SO (200) halos. We find that the mass function for SO halos shows good agreement ( 10%) with the analytical fit provided by (Behroozi et al. 2013b ). The mass function for FOF halos shows significant excess ( 50%) at the very massive end (MH 3 × 10 11 M /h). This occurs because these massive FOF groups are comprised of several collapsed objects (identified as distinct SO halos) "stiched" together. As an example to demonstrate the foregoing, the top left panel of Figure 1 shows the most massive FOF group at z = 8. Table B1 shows the best fit HOD parameters to the mean central and satellite occupations at redshifts 7.5 − 10. The fitting is performed using the scipy.optimize.curve_fit package in python 2.7. The quoted errorbars are covariance errors, however these do not include errors due to cosmic variance. Table B1 . Best fit HOD parameter estimates for galaxy samples with various stellar mass thresholds in BlueTides at redshifts 7.5,8,9,10. The error bars are covariance errors. In the entries where the errors not quoted, they are 1 %. For the blank columns, no good fit was able to be obtained to constrain the parameters. Table B2 . Best fit satellite concentration parameters at z = 7.5 for various halo mass bins and stellar mass thresholds. The bin widths of halo masses were δM H hM −1 = 0.25. If the rightmost column says csat → ∞, the corresponding profiles were effectively power-laws with exponent -3, also implying that the satellite concentrations are too high to be effectively constrained.
APPENDIX B: BEST FIT HOD PARAMETERS AND SATELLITE CONCENTRATIONS
